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TERM 1
WEEK/DATE

TOPICS

UNIT
OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES

ASSESSMENTS

UNITS 1 & 3
WEEK 1 & 2

Personal
information: name,
age, date of birth,
address, nationality

-Give personal
information
-Revise Present tense

Fill out personal information sheet.
Scour room to find sentence
prompts to present personal
information

Personal information fill out
sheet.

Oral: Present basic
information about self

Encore Tricolore p. 16

Present tense verbs
Present tense board game
WEEK 3 & 4

Adjectives
Descriptions

WEEK 5

Family

-Use adjectives to
describe persons and
thing using appropriate
agreement.

List adjectives only to describe
person and outfit using appropriate
gender and number.

Internet

-Talk about family,
friends and pets

Find family members through
written descriptions.

Friends

Hobbies/Leisure
activities
Giving opinions about
leisure activities,
films, book, etc.

-Talk about leisure
activities and give
opinion about them.

Role play

Presenting oneself

-Formulate questions
using: est-ce-que,
comment, quel, qui,
quand.

Dating game show: Present
yourself and say what you want in a
partner.
Speed dating to learn new facts

WEEKS 7 & 8
Asking questions

Encore tricolore 3
Fr.islcollective.com

Vocabulary spinner (define it, use
it, write it, spell it)

Pets
WEEK 6

Encore Tricolore 3

Research celebrity then
prepare a written biography
of the person then prepare
to be a live wax display.

Vocabulary spinner
Encore tricolore 3

Role play conversation about
leisure activities

Encore tricolore 3

Compose written
presentation about oneself.

From affirmative to
interrogative handout

Writing questions for

about classmates.
Time & Time cues
WEEKS 9, 10, 11 &
12

WEEKS 13 & 14

-Recognize and use
time cues.

Reflexive verbs
Daily routine

-Describe everyday
life.

Imperfect tense

-Use imperfect tense

Listening comprehension: Listen
for the time a character does
things and complete handout.
Create cartoon strip with daily
routine.

REVIEW FOR EXAMS
END OF TERM EXAMS

answers.
Clock handout

Listening comprehension:
Listen for the time a
character does things and
complete handout.
Presentation on daily routine

TERM 2
WEEK/DATE

TOPICS

UNIT
OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

RESOURCES

ASSESSMENTS

UNIT 2
WEEKS 1 & 2
The perfect tense
with ‘etre’ and ‘avoir’

Review: time cues, days of the week, giving opinions, ‘etre’ and ‘avoir’, the perfect tense, asking questions, the perfect tense
in the negative
Scour room to find verbs then
Mr & Mrs. Vandertump
-Use the perfect tense
place in table in correct column of
handout
Quiz on the perfect tense
with ‘etre’ and ‘avoir’
appropriate auxiliary verb.
Listen to conjugated verbs in the
perfect tense being read. Write if
they were conjugated correctly or
not.

WEEKS 3 & 4

WEEKS 5 & 6

The weather

-Talk about the
weather

Places in town &
transportation

-Talk about town and
transportation

Talking about places
you visited

- Talk about places you
visited.

Asking question in
the perfect tense.

-Ask questions in the
perfect tense

Listen to weather forecast in
target language then complete
map.
Present weather forecast in
different countries
Describe the town you live in.
Grouped by destination:
Create itinerary for vacation in
groups
Prepare summary of trip
experience.
Write postcard to a friend talking
about a place you visited including
questions they would have to
respond to in their postcard.

Encore Tricolore 3

Weather report

Group powerpoint
presentation of destination
visited (oral) + itinerary
(written)

WEEK/DATE

WEEKS 7 & 8

TOPICS

Introduction to
French school
system
School subjects &
school life
vocabulary
Likes & dislikes
accompanied by
explanation

WEEK 9 & 10

Expressions of
future time (also
aller + infinitive)

UNIT
OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

UNIT 4
Review: giving opinion, the negative form, questions forms
-Talk about school life.
Role play conversation about
French school system
school life
handout
-Give opinions about
school subjects, school
Circulate room then give opinion
Youtube video:
life and careers.
about pictures of items, places
-professions
and persons, etc.
-use different forms of
Encore tricolore 3
the negative.
Change sentence from affirmative
to negative.

-Use the future tense
(aller +infinitive)
-Discuss plans for work
experience.

Change sentence from present
tense to future tense using
expressions of future time.

Careers
Role play
WEEKS 11 & 12

Asking questions and
building
conversations.

RESOURCES

ASSESSMENTS

Giving opinion about images
of various items.

Presentation about future
career goals

TERM 3
WEEK/DATE

WEEKS 1 & 2

TOPICS

Adverbs
Healthy lifestyle:
eating and exercise

WEEK 3 & 4

Reflexive verbs in
the perfect tense

The body

UNIT
OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES

Label body with appropriate name
of parts.

The imperative

-Use the imperative

Change sentences from
declarative to imperative

Buying medical
supplies at the
pharmacy

Buy basic medical
supplies, ask for and
understand advice at
the chemist’s

At the doctor’s
office
Talking about what
hurts and what’s
wrong.

ASSESSMENTS

UNIT 6
Review: reflexive verbs, the perfect tense, the body, talking about what hurts and what’s wrong
-Say when they do
Complete sentences with
Encore tricolore 3
things
appropriate adverbs
Prepare healthy lifestyle plan
-Discuss healthy eating,
for assigned person
healthy lifestyles and
general fitness
- Use reflexive verbs in Change sentences from present
Encore tricolore 3
Quiz on reflexive verbs:
the perfect tense
tense to perfect tense.
meaning of verbs +
conjugation
Conjugate reflexive verbs.
-Identify parts of the
body
-Make an appointment
at the doctor’s or
dentist
- Talk to and
understand the doctor
or dentist
-Use ‘depuis’+ pres.
Tense

WEEKS 5 & 6

RESOURCES

WEEKS 7& 8

Role play doctor visit
Charades: what hurts and what’s
wrong
Conversation completion with
missing sentences

Match medical supplies with
illnesses

The Body poster

Skit presentation + script

Youlearnfrench youtube
video: chez le medecin

Listening comprehension

Encore tricolore 3
Fr.islcollective.com

Talking about an
accident

WEEKS 9 & 10

-Give and understand
details of an accident

REVIEW FOR EXAMS
END OF YEAR EXAMS

